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ELISA three year Development Plan  
The ELISA Business Committee has 
taken the view that a period of stability 
for ELISA is essential to allow for growth 
towards sustainability. To achieve this 
stability the four major stakeholders have 
agreed to contribute to the costs of 
ELISA by covering the shortfall from the 
subscription income. This has made it 
possible for ELISA to draw up a 
Development Plan for the period January 
2007 – January 2010. If you would like a 
copy of this Plan to see how the future of 
ELISA is being mapped out, please ask 
wendy.ball@edinburgh.gov.uk .

City of Literature Website 
www.cityofliterature.com
We’ve now launched the first phase of 
our new website, pulling together events 
and information to form a new literary 
hub to represent our City of Literature. 
Our What’s On section not only lists 
events and allows you to download 
event programmes, but 
also lets you add your own events to the 
site. You can find out exactly what 
makes Edinburgh a literary city, and th
budding writers and established authors. Y
literary project, read the poems, articles and
appear and source training courses. The s
evolving - we want a Word of the Week, m
biographies of Edinburgh authors. We also 
can this site better serve you, and which bit
first? Let us know on edinburgh@cityoflitera

Forthcoming  Scottish Publishers As
Courses  
Don’t miss your chance to attend our publis
(and see our new training facility!) - to book 
courses visit our website http://www.scottish
contact katherine.naish@scottishbooks.org
Direct Mail that Really Works (29th Novem
Business Planning: An Introduction (6th
 
For a comprehensive listing of all library and
in Scotland, see: 
http://www.slainte.org.uk/events/EvntCalend

NOTA BENE 
ESTC freely available from the British Lib
The English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC
items published between 1473 and 1800 
America, or printed elsewhere in English. A
resource, it offers not only authorita
information about early printed books, but a

 

libraries known to hold copies (a search for 
‘Edinburgh’ as a location keyword gives 14918 
results – and this is without the holdings of the 
National Library of Scotland).  
 
Formerly available only by subscription or on 
CD-Rom, this resource is now freely 
accessible from the British Library website. To 
access the database directly visit 
http://estc.bl.uk/.

Full-text digitized images of many books listed 
in ESTC can be found in EEBO (Early English 
Books Online) and ECCO (Eighteenth Century 
Collections Online). Many university libraries 
offer access to these databases; the National 
Library of Scotland offers remote access to 
registered readers.  
 
The image to the left is from John Knox’s 
famous First Blast of the Trumpet against the 
Monstrous Regiment of Women. ESTC 
provides authoritative information about where, 
when and by whom it was printed (Geneva, by 
J. Poullain and A. Rebul, 1558), where to 
find copies, and reference numbers that can 
be used to locate surrogates. (courtesy of the 
Trustees of the National Library of Scotland).  
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databases, full-text journals supporting healthcare and related areas 
and links to a wide range of additional quality-assured  resources. 

Many of these resources are also available to the general public, in 
particular access to accredited information about specific conditions, 

and links to support groups. 
 

Tuesday, 14th November 2006, 10.00 – 1.00pm 
Brenda Moon Room, Edinburgh University Main Library 

Mid-morning refreshments provided 
 

Last minute registration may be accommodated, please contact 
wendy.ball@edinburgh.gov.uk
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RAISING THE PROFILE 
Working with the NHS 
Scotland Knowledge 
Services Group and 
the e-Library 
 
When I moved to the Kno
Education for Scotland it was
while continuing my role as lib
State Hospital (Carstairs).  Th
stark contrast, but in fact I fou
of the 2 jobs were surpr
establishing and meeting ne
here at NES, based in Glasgo
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from framing a question and accessing resources,  to ultimately 
integrating new learning into their personal knowledge base.  
Colleagues working in education and public library contexts will 
recognise the common goal of enabling people to gain transferable 
skills for lifelong learning – our particular challenge  
 
is to engage with clinicians who are usually very pressed for time, 
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which to base their work. 
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I’m very pleased to find that I now also have a focus on partnership 
working.  With our increasing understanding of the health 
inequalities gap in Scotland, and a move towards a perception of 
health as having a social as well as a medical base, it’s essential 
that everyone gets access to health and health improvement 
information that’s reliable and meets their individual needs.  We are 
now asking library and information providers in other sectors how the 
e-Library can help them to meet their users’ needs – and it’s exciting 
to be a part of that development. 
 
I look forward to seeing you on November 14th – but meanwhile here 
are my contact details, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.  
Gerry Maclean, Library Staff Development Manager 
gerry.maclean@nes.scot.nhs.uk
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